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1.  The  course  syllabus  is  presented  at  the  beginning  of  the  semester.

General  reports

Did  your  teacher  adhere  to  the  syllabus  during  the  semester?

.

2.  The  teacher  was  regular  and  came  to  class  on  time.

3.  The  teacher  came  prepared  to  the  lesson.

.

Type  of  publication:  FOR  TEACHERS  AND  SUBJECTS

.  18%

.  18%

.  19%

Form:  STUDENT  EVALUATION  OF  THE  SUBJECT  AND  TEACHING

4

4

4

.

Answered:  2276  times.

2

2

Yes.  90%

2

1.  3%

No.  10%

1.  3%

1.  3%

General  statistics  about  the  Form:  Faculty  of  Physical  Education  and  Sports  -  Physical  Education  and  Sports  Program  -  Bachelor

5.  61%
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4.  19%

4.  19%

1.  3%

2.  5%

2.  5%

5.  56%

.

8.  The  subject  has  been  useful  for  my  future  profession.

2.  5%

3.  17%

4.  The  teacher  encouraged  discussions  and  activities  in  the  classroom.

5.  54%

3.  16%

5.  55%

2.  6%

5.  58%

3.  16%

2.  5%

4%

4%

6.  The  teaching  materials  have  been  useful  for  study.

17%

1.  3%

.

5.  59%

3.

9.  How  do  you  rate  the  teacher  in  general?

5.  58%

1.  3%

1.  3%

5.  The  teacher  held  consultations.

3.  14%

4.  18%

4.  18%

1

4.  20%

3.  18%

7.  Evaluation  of  students'  work  is  done  continuously.

4.  18%

2

1.  5%
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good  impressions!  very  good  very  good

her  watch  has  been  very  attractive

not  to  force  the  students  to  speak  in  class  and  to  get  great  points  from  the  class  activity,  because  someone  only  wants  to  listen  and  not  necessarily  speak.

Good  lesson  in  the  classroom

good  very  good  very  good  in  general  they  are  excellent  very  good

NO

yes

bzbx  bssss

no  scheme  ho  ko  jeoo  b  mirr

His  class  is  very  active,  and  very  good,  the  professor  explains  very  clearly  and  clearly,  we  are  free  to  ask  several  times  about  them  that  we  did  not  understand,  I  am  very  grateful  to  continue  the  same!

very  good,  no,  I  have  no  comment  haahma  ahah  hash

bad

the  conditions  of  the  pool  are  not  very  satisfactory  even  though  the  subject  and  the  professor  can  earn  more  from  them

not  one

jp

no  I  do  not  have!  everything  is  level

impression  ok

10  v  0

d

Sen

The  professor  has  never  come  to  law  school,  in  cases  where  the  assistant  has  also  been  absent,  then  the  subject  has  not  been  taught  at  all.

to  have  more  material.

bxjsj

it  has  been  useful  in  most  cases

"perfect  teacher"

I  would  like  to  thank  you  for  your  efforts  in  creating  a  positive  and  supportive  learning  environment.  your  passion  for  the  subject  was  evident  in  your  teaching  and  motivated  us  to  work

good  kogja  well  more  understandable  more  understood

the  subject  is  necessary  for  our  profession

k  more  strictly

no,  I  have  no  comment  or  suggestion

everything  is  fine

The  subject  gave  me  a  good  impression.  Phdus,  no,  I  don't  come,  no,  we  come  to  work  and  learn

good  very  good

stream

to  participate  in  practice  in  the  demonstration  of  techniques.

everything  is  fine

I  would  like  the  duration  of  the  hour  to  be  extended  as  it  seems  a  little  short  for  this  subject  (theoretical  part).

p

bsjsksksks  ahag  ah  skam  ji

understandable  understandable  subject  very  useful  for  my  future  profession

no  i  don't  have  perfect  yy  ggg  i  don't  come  in  general  they  are  excellent

I'm  less  prepared  than  a  pro

the  subject  has  been  ideal  for  my  future  profession

where  we  also  had  conversations  between  colleagues  and  the  professor,  in  her  class  I  felt  free,  we  each  expressed  our  opinions  and  it  was  very  good

I  can't  comment  that  the  active  students  didn't  even  have  a  bonus.  Let's  work  harder.  Let's  work  harder.  Let's  work  more.  Let's  work  together.

the  most  prepared  professor  in  terms  of  the  subject,  definitely  a  professor  who  knows  his  subject,  simplifies  the  subject  so  that  students  can  understand  it.  everything  is  OK

kd  kx  dj

to  develop  more  discussions  with  students  about  the  topic,  very  useful

ok  i  have  no  comment  yes

nothing  more  strict  in  class

not  to  overlook  students  who  do  not  know  how  to  swim  well  or  did  not  immediately  understand  everything  in  order

not  excellent  very  good  no  i  don't  have  very  good  very  professional  very  professional

the  more  you  stick  to  the  topics  and  don't  go  outside  the  educational  context,  it's  great

bsjs

he  is  quite  good  and  I  think  he  has  a  lot  of  knowledge  about  the  subject,  but  he  does  not  convey  it  to  the  students  well,  the  professor  does  not  often  lack  good  impressions

more  tolerant

s

rrr  gggg  hhh  tty

very  purposeful.  very  good  professor

good  u

the  subjects  are  very  good,  it's  nice  that  most  of  the  professors  send  us  the  literature

generally  good,  only  to  work  more,  wonderful,  good,  I  have  no  impression

I  hope  to  accept  the  criticism  calmly:  regardless  of  whether  the  student  is  regular  in  lectures  or  not,  don't  prejudge  his  knowledge  and  try  to  make  him  sit  in  front  of  others :d

let  me  continue  the  same,  it's  perfect!

nothing  everything  in  line.

no,  I  don't  have  anything  extra...

very  bad  at  all

I  have  no  luck

the  subject  is  necessary  for  my  profession,  it's  perfect,  no  comment

We  had  him  in  the  first  year  as  well,  he  is  the  same  professor  whose  class  is  very  complicated  than  the  most  difficult  lessons,  but  from  his  hard  work  he  tries  to  explain  to  us  as  easily  as  possible  so  that  we  can  understand

the  teaching  materials  sent  should  be  shorter  and  clearer

great

no  no

.

the  professor  should  be  more  coherent  and  cooperative,  so  I  would  like  the  syllabus  to  be  more  compact  in  terms  of  information.

No  thanks

Oh  no

good  j ?

nothing  no  no  no  talk  more  with  the  student  no  I  don't  have  super  good  nothing  very  good  very  good  very  good

good

to  extend  the  hours  more  and  have  more  discussions.

OK

no  nothing  sd  da  df  dg  i  have  nothing  i  agree  bad

he  is  a  good  and  correct  professor.

,

nice  professor,  you  should  hold  the  lesson  in  the  faculty  because  it  is  currently  being  held  online  for  no  reason!

good  impression,  maximum  commitment  from  impressive  teachers,  good  impression,  very  good

I  would  like  the  class  to  be  shortened  since  the  material  is  very  simple  and  there  is  not  much  material  for  this  subject.

cx

from  time  to  time  frame  the  students  and  change  the  intonation  due  to  "monotony"

no,  the  professor  is  correct,  no  expert  professor,  I  learned  swimming

not  at  the  moment  no

tmir  very  useful  fairness  in  assessment,  not  unbearable  criteria  even  to  be  human!  very  fine

the  professor  has  high  knowledge  of  the  subject,  the  professor  has  been  regular  with  lectures

uninterested  students  are  kicked  out

good  ones

everything  was  fine!

thank  you  for  your  work,  very  good

good  no  good  jjos

I  have  no  opinion  on  any  matter

p  I  don't  have  no  I  don't  have .yo

or

for  the  professor  to  change  the  literature.  to  display  the  most  necessary  things  in  it.

only  positive  comments  about  the  watch,  everything  is  fine

here

good  and  qualitative  professor

professionally  arranged

you

for

the  subject  has  always  been  kept  in  order

regular

no,  I  have  nothing  to  add,  I  have  a  comment  that  the  professor  is  always  neat  and  very  good  at  explaining

neutral  normal,  no  criticism  for  them

no  I  do  not  have.

professional

everything  alright

no!

to  explain  more  about  the  terminologies  he  uses  since  most  of  the  terms  he  uses  are  unknown  to  us

so  far  good  I'm  very  good  good  very  good  b  I  don't  know

I  have  only  positive  comments  about  the  subject  and  the  professor,  where  everything  is  fine.  I  have  many  good  comments  about  the  professor  and  the  subject,  where  he  is  very  attractive  and  good.

ask  the  student  more  explanation  to  be  clearer

very  good

everything  is  fine

he  is  a  very  regular  professor  and  his  class  is  very  attractive,  the  syllabus  is  explained  in  the  best  way  and  the  language  is  understandable,  we  can  ask  him  as  many  times  as  we  want  about  something  that  I  have  not  understood.

There  are  many  discussions  between  students  and  professors

good  no!  there  is  no  room  for  comments  or  suggestions!  amazing.  the  practical  part  should  be  at  least  twice  a  week!

no

good

this  subject  was  new  in  our  program  and  very  necessary,  I  hope  that  all  the  other  professors  were  prepared  like  Professor  Florian

the  professor  threatened  the  students  at  the  beginning  of  the  year,  saying  "don't  think  that  these  questionnaires  are  anonymous,  we  know  who  sends  them  and  all  that",  this  made  the  students  evaluate  it  in  a  negative  way

ACCURATE

h ,

bfjsns

keep  records  in  the  notebook,  keep  time  in  class

Porsches

yes,  the  professor  of  the  subject  should  be  changed  without  crying  because  it  is  a  very  important  subject  and  this  professor  simply  does  not  know  how  to  explain  this  subject

irregular

2.  5%

1.  3%

Do  you  have  any  additional  comments  or  suggestions?

5.  56%

3.  16%

4.  20%

10.  How  do  you  rate  the  subject  in  general?

What  impression  do  you  have  of  the  teacher  in  general?
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worthy  prof

good  impression

nfjajdb

your  bad,  my  very  good

good  thought

good  not  at  all  good  unprepared  x  good3

The  middle  school  has  kept  online  learning  on  time  but  sometimes  it  has  been  excessive

good  professor,  I  hope  to  continue  with  this  pace,  why  not  even  better.

The  teacher  gives  me  a  lot  of  good  impressions,  where  he  always  brings  positive  energy  and  the  teaching  is  at  a  professional  level

never

very  professional.  good

very  good  impression  because  the  same  teacher  taught  us  the  theoretical  and  practical  part,  and  it  was  easier  for  us  to  understand  the  sport  of  swimming  by  reading  and  seeing  it  in  class  and

in  the  top  3  in  terms  of  professional  preparation:  d

very  professional,  very  nice,  I  have  no  idea

sI  agree,  very  good,  very  good,  thank  you  all

professor  who  respects  his  profession"example  for  others"

the  best  professor  our  faculty  has  ÿÿ

the  best

excellent,  I  have  a  good  impression,  I  think  everything  is  fine

teacher  with  all  the  best,  hardworking,  kind,  helpful.  lucky  to  have  such  professors!

r

poor,  the  professor  and  the  students  have  left  the  online  basketball  lectures  to  the  left,  the  professor  does  not  stick  to  the  lecture  schedule,  I  have  no  opinion  poor  bad  good

good,  but  I  hope  it  will  be  done  more  prospectively  as  far  as  the  theoretical  side  is  concerned.

very  good  impressions  for  a  school  like  this,  where  everything  is  on  track  and  good  for  lessons

I  don't  have  a  good  impression.  good  impression

I  have  no  idea  ghh  gggg  ff

bdjsjs  xbzz  bfjsjs

the  most  superior  professor  in  the  faculty  in  all  aspects,  positive  impression.

the  professor  with  the  best  manners,  hardworking,  cooperative.  for  every  praise!

orderly,  prepared  and  alert

very  good

good,  beautiful,  suitable  for  students

positive  impression.  The  teacher  helps  us  by  simplifying  the  subject  to  make  it  easier  to  understand

professor  who  respects  his  profession  "an  example  for  others"

you  have  an  open  relationship  with  a  student

the  professor  is  very  good  in  his  subject.  his  explanation  is  clear  and  he  adheres  to  the  syllabus  with  colloquiums,  activities  and  lectures.

very  good  impressions  since  the  class  was  always  effective  and  with  good  activities,  general  educational  knowledge  and  motivation?

organized  professor

mostly  positive,  transparent  and  honest

high  school  is  at  the  right  level!

good  teacher  but  I  still  have  to  work

complete  professor,  no  good  grading,  I  liked  the  way  of  grading,  very  good  and  keeps  order  in  the  class,  good  teacher  and  understandable  for  the  students

the  best  pro

very  good  impression  because  the  professor  in  question  is  very  sincere  and  is  a  great  connoisseur  of  sports  and  helps  us  a  lot  for  our  profession.

capable  of  teaching,  ability  to  transmit  information  in  the  right  way,  alert

very  nice,  professionally  prepared  and  interactive  in  class

very  skilled  in  his  respected  profession!  very  clear  during  presentations  on  the  subject  he  owns,  he  is  very  capable,  understandable,  orderly,  and  a  great  worker.  respect!

very  good  impressions.

d  very  well  they  have  been ...  mur  very  mit  shumir  y

good  professor!

the  teacher  was  very  good,  articulate  and  the  class  was  attractive,  having  an  interactivity  between  everyone,  having  different  debates  always  in  the  framework  of  the  lesson.  the  encouragement  of  the  profession

the  strongest  pro

bribe

everything  is  okay!

ib  g  very  good  scheme  thanks  for  his  work

the  most  physically  prepared  professor  of  the  entire  faculty  in  relation  to  his  subject,  does  not  hesitate  to  be  a  participant  in  the  physical  part  of  the  subject

good

good  attitude  towards  the  professor,  I  hope  you  do  your  best,  good  professor,  I  hope  you  become  even  better

very  good  impressions  as  the  professor  is  always  regular  and  the  explanations  are  at  a  professional  level  with  more  commitment  and  very  clear  afternoon  good  not  too  bad

best  impressions

mirr  9/10  no  shame  normal  stable  impression  good  teacher  shim  mur

very  communicative,  very  communicative,  and  explains  well,  I  have  a  good  impression  of  everything  at  the  level

one  of  the  most  skilled  professors  in  the  faculty

The  teacher  helps  us  in  the  theoretical  part  to  simplify  the  work  in  the  practical  part  even  easier

mostly  positive  impression

regular  v  10  not  good!

an  honor  of  the  best  ÿÿ

boss

I  have  no  idea.  The  teacher  has  helped  us  to  easily  understand  the  subject  of  positive  impression.

he  is  skilled  in  his  subject  but  he  doesn't  give  much  importance  to  the  subject  theoretically.  As  for  the  practice,  I  appreciate  him  a  lot  because  even  though  he  has  his  assistant,  the  professor  is  never  absent  even  in  the  demonstration

good  very  mirl  exemplary  miree

perfect,  everything  is  fine

nare  concrete

very  fine

extremely  dedicated,  highly  prepared  pre-professionally  and  an  example  for  others  in  terms  of  how  he  legislates

very  good  impression

capable,  clear  professor,  in  a  very  good  lesson

I  have  a  very  good  impression  because  the  professor  taught  us  how  to  manage  sports  facilities  and  also  taught  us  about  other  areas  of  life.

correct,  transparent  professor

very  good  professor,  for  every  praise!

very  good,  the  subject  has  been  useful  for  my  future  profession,  one  of  the  strongest  professions  in  fefs,  keep  going,  good  luck.

you  have  open  problems  with  students

I  like  the  professor  because  he  is  very  correct  in  everything  he  does  regarding  his  subject.  He  has  never  been  late  or  absent.  In  every  lecture  we  have  had  question  and  work  activities.

"perfect  teacher"

The  professor  was  one  of  the  best  during  the  explanation,  one  of  the  best,  very  good,  very  good  communicator,  he  is  one  of  the  best  teachers.

is  one  of  the  professors  to  take  as  an  example!

too  bad

very  prepared  and  responsible  for  his  subject,  he  has  an  additional  motive  to  deal  with  the  students  in  case  of  any  misunderstanding  of  the  theory  and  tries  in  the  easiest  way  to  explain

OK

good

good  luck

super  good  good  best

understandable,  it  is  a  motive  for  every  student  and  there  is  an  explanation  10/10  Mr

very  prepared  very  professional  very  professional

one  of  the  most  intelligent,  most  capable,  most  understanding  professors  of  all.

positive  impression!

Positives

excellent,  very  good,  very  professional,  purposeful  and  open-minded,  everything  in  order,  very  correct

a  good  profession  that  you  love  and  it  shows  in  a  good  way  in  us

good  impression  temir  very  good

He  is  one  of  my  favorite  professors.  His  explanations  are  very  good.  He  has  always  been  neat  and  fair,  and  activity  and  engagement  in  class  have  never  been  lacking.

very  good  impression  because  every  lesson  we  had  debates  and  with  debates  it  is  easier  to  understand  the  subject.  very  very  good  very  very  good

very  professionally  prepared  and  also  a  model  to  be  followed :d

I  don't  have  it,  not  very  good

dj  kd  p

the  best  impressions,  definitely  a  professor  who  should  be  an  example  for  the  faculty  of  physical  education  and  sports,  an  interactive  professor  who  studies  the  land  continuously  and  promotes  research

excellent

very  good

It's  better  to  understand.  very  good  j  very  good  gaga  ag

very  good  impressions!  example  of  how  a  professor  should  be!

lack  of  attractive  topics

great  professor

good,  not  good,  yes,  ahaha  avna  ok,  the  professor  did  not  distribute  the  teaching  material  that  she  used  during  the  explanation

everything  ok!  the  best

to  some  extent  well

Have  a  good  afternoon!  good  thought

I  mentioned  it  in  the  other  questionnaire,  I  still  haven't  had  a  class  with  the  professor  in  question,  but  as  far  as  I've  heard,  he  is  very  good  and  correct

order  more  openly  with  students  more  openly  with  students

shum  kir  skom  print

good

very  good  professor,  trying  to  explain  every  possible  detail  about  the  subject.  among  the  most  distinguished  teachers,  all  the  best.

bdjs

very  good!  very  good!  among  the  most  distinguished  in  the  work  and  professionalism  they  do!

among  the  most  distinguished  teachers,  polite  and  cooperative  to  the  maximum.  we  are  lucky  to  have  such  professors!

it  was  irregular

very  good  professor  and  very  organized

very  good

super  good  hmmmmm…  no

good,  I  look  at  your  works  better,  not  good,  keep  it  up

a  very  prepared  prof  for  the  middle  class.

normal  good

good  impression,  very  good,  they  are  high-level  teachers

good  impression  in  holding  lectures,  but  negative  impression  in  holding  exercises.

regular,  eloquent  and  sincere  professor,  he  is  very  responsible,  dedicated  and  a  model  to  be  followed  professionally

I  like  the  professor  very  much  because  she  is  very  loving  and  positive  with  the  students.  I  appreciate  her  a  lot  in  terms  of  practice  because  even  though  her  job  is  only  to  lecture  us,  she  has  no  problem

good  impression  good  very  good

is  one  of  the  rare  professors  where  the  students  come  to  his  class  with  all  their  heart.  the  best  honor  for  me  personally :d  enough,  the  best  professor  of  the  faculty

very  good  professor  ggh  ttt  hhhh  uuuu  kire

very  good  and  we  are  grateful  that  he  also  held  the  practical  part  with  us  very  good  and  we  thank  him  for  also  holding  the  practical  part  with  us  o  1

dbjsksndjsncks

very  good  impressions,  a  good  example  for  me  as  well,  how  I  should  be  in  the  future.

very  good,  polite  teacher.  the  subject  is  explained  perfectly

attractive

everything  was  fine!

The  finish  is  perfect,  brilliant,  brilliant

good

should  be  taken  into  account  the  assessment  of  students

he  is  very  capable  of  the  work  he  does  in  the  way  of  intelligence,  communication  with  the  student,  everything,  respect!

He  is  the  best  professor  in  the  middle  and  high  school  faculty

the  teacher's  impression  was  his  sincerity  and  discipline,  teaching  us  about  sports  recreation  and  sports  fields  and  activities  in  general.

professor  close  to  students,  coherent  and  fair

regular

not  bad,  the  most  correct  professor  in  the  faculty
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I  congratulate  him  for  his  presentations  in  lectures,  very  clear  in  the  theoretical  part,  very  cooperative,  punctual,  understandable  among  the  best,  for  every  praise

m  is  committed  to  what  he  explains,  clear.  very  nice

vdbdbd  kurgjo  the  teacher  has  always  been  regular,  the  teacher  has  been  open  with  the  students  and  has  opened  discussions  in  the  class

The  teacher  is  very  organized,  the  teacher  has  a  lot  of  experience  during  his  career,  where  he  has  also  provided  us  with  important  information.

the  teacher  is  a  profession  where  he  teaches  us  in  the  best  possible  way,  the  teacher  tries  his  best  to  give  us  information

them ..

the  teacher  is  prepared  and  in  every  lesson  a  good  lesson  is  created,  no  no

the  strongest  and  best  professor  of  the  faculty,  he  is  very  correct,  he  is  also  a  legendary  professor,  both  for  lectures  and  for  everything

strict  to  an  excessive  extent  p

average  very  good  gango

u

the  teacher  does  not  come  to  most  of  the  lectures,  but  his  assistant,  that  is,  the  professor  engaged  only  for  practice,  also  holds  the  theoretical  part  (lectures),  otherwise  the  Ajvaz  professor  does  not  come  even  when  he  comes

the  teacher  is  almost  always  late  for  practical  class  (in  the  pool).  Also,  out  of  2  hours  of  practice,  which  is  calculated  as  1  hour  and  20  minutes,  the  professor  gave  us  only  1  hour  of  practice,  i.e.  20  minutes  less.

smmdms  kir

to  some  extent  good ,quite  good  very  very  good.
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